Abstract
. The channel associated with the current connection serviced by a base station ) (BS is changed while a call is in progress. Continuous service is achieved by supporting handoff [2] from one cell to the next adjacent cell as the mobile station ) (MS moves through the coverage area. The handoff orithms a lg are able to determine the dynamics of the MSs which move through theWMNs [3] [4] .
Several competent factors influence to occur a . handoff Two of them has more significant effect on it. One, when a MS moves across a cell boundary from the servicing 1 BS to another . 2 BS Second, deterioration in quality of the signal in the current channel [2] [5] [6] . The handoff phenomena in WMNs and mobile cellular communications environment have become progressively more important issue as cell sizes shrink to accommodate an increasingly large MSs in terms of demand for services ) (traffics [7] . In this paper, we present a novel lookup on a priority . handoff scheme in a channelized cellular system and WMNs . The term handoff in this paper refers a handoff hard .
Another type of handoff is the handoff soft [2] .
How a handoff hard is ensured to MSs in WMNs is shown in Figure 1 . The Figure 1 shows 
BS
In this case, the active set of MSs therefore consists of at most and only one BS at any given time [3] .
The decision on the handoff to be taken place from one cell to the other is based on various criteria that take into account of channel degradation considerations too [5] The cellular structure which is considered in all the cases such as BPQ S 2 [8] , EATM [13] , and S MH 2 models is shown in Figure 2 . This is a well known and well efficient cellular classification of the coverage of a MT and is used in practice. The Figure 2 We organized our paper as follows. First, we start with some preliminary assumptions which have been assumed in Section II. Second, the proposed work has been elucidated in section III. In this section we have selected a traffic el mod followed by modeling it. The model is best suitable for the assumptions would be taken in preceding Section.. We are here able to derive some suitable mathematical expressions for several attributes of the selected traffic el mod . Third, performance of the proposed model S MH 2 is appraised with simulation in Section IV. The simulation has been shown both in numerical and corresponding graphical. The paper is over and completed drawing some remarkable conclusions. This has been given in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We have already known that the RSS measurement is one of the most common criteria to initiate a handoff [5] that provides a good signal quality. We consider only that portion of the trajectory on which the signals received from the two BSs are the strongest. Generally, a high RSS means good signal quality, so the handoff to another BS cannot be occurred unnecessary, because the MS is being served well by the current servicing BS and on a handoff taken place, all the services must be quit from the current BS . We restrict our analysis to short radial distance r horizons over which a MS moves from one radial distance to another with fixed velocity in any direction (away from current BS , towards BS , or along same radial level from current BS ) with equal probability of movement. Movements of MSs in cells are shown in Figure 3 [14] . However, movements of the MSs are unrestricted and random in nature. [2] . Our proposed model S MH 2 takes more advantages over previous model described in [7] 
However,  should be much greater than O  so that the MSs get services on their request immediately.
Waiting calls are enqueed in a busy list. A call in this list does exist for a little time quanta. When a time quanta is over and the call is not scheduled for services, it is then dropped from the list.
C. Selection of Traffic Model
Every cell in cellular network architecture is served by a BS . The BSs are connected together by using a wireless network . Establishment of a traffic el mod , in cellular system, is more imperative before analyzing the performance of the system [7] [8] . Several traffic els mod [2] R at any level r from its nearest BS has been determined in Equation (9) 
D. Priority Handoff Scheme
A handoff request is generated in a cell when a MS approaches the cell from a neighboring cell with significant signal strength. Priority is set to handoff requests and their types. Some channels are necessarily assigned in a cell. These assigned channels may be exclusive or shared. Suppose (15), and (16) with the steady-state probability ) (i P [2] respectively. 
E. Channel Allocation Scheme
A new call holds the channel until the call is completed in the cell or it move out of the cell. A successful handoff call holds the channel until the call is completed in that cell. Thus, handoff call is admitted until all channels are busy [21] . In the evaluation of [24] implementation of the priority queue generated in [8] . The selection of a call in the Splay Tree , follows SIRO queuing principle [18] . So, more and more number of cells are getting services in a cell. Exploiting these numerical on all the Equations (5) through (17) whenever necessary are assessed. Here we have shown two observations. We assume that the shadow fading effect ζ (r) is log(r) in all the observations. Using Equation (6) and Equation (7) Observation II: Let us suppose that a MC makes at least 6 requests per day ) (CPD . In the same way (simulation made in Observation I) assuming Є = 0, and η = 21 in Equation (1) 
V. CONCLUSIONS
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that an explicit mathematical derivations have been proposed to calculate arrival rate of 
